Dear Friend!

I have been using this strategy from 1990. The system will work on Stock Market or Forex. All you have to do if check historical charts for favorite stocks (major indices..) or Forex pair (eur/usd is fine)

5 Minutes a day - 10-20 pips - Every day - 95% profitable trades

This is an extremely simple breakout system and it works as follows:

If previous day high is exceeded by 3 pips + spread = buy TP = 5 pips SL = 10 pips
If previous day low is exceeded by 3 pips + spread = sell TP= 5pips SL = 10 pips

Works on the principle that once a breakout occurs, its most likely to travel quite a bit in the direction of the breakout due to the sudden surge of market orders and other entry orders pilled up at these levels.

5 pips is conservative, the price may and does travel much further but this is a very easy way to make consistent profits - almost every day. Due to the tight stops I use extreme amounts of leverage, I risk as much as 5% of my account per trade.

Stick to the pairs with the lowest spreads for obvious reasons.

That's it! The system is very simple.

Make sure to visit my “Forex Never Lose Trade” [http://www.zeroforex.com](http://www.zeroforex.com)
You will be very impressed!

Kind Regards
Karl Dittmann
[http://www.zeroforex.com](http://www.zeroforex.com)